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PERFECTION / PERFECT 

4-27-17 
L)   Perfection;   My Protocols must be done with Perfection;   be not lax nor careless;   
always precise;   (I agree.)  seek Me, My Children, seek Me 

9-02-17 
L)   pure, pure, pure;   you are becoming ever so pure;  be certain to receive all I have 
for you;   (Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit I choose to allow and receive and activate and 
invoke all You have for me w/ANJ.)   be ready it's coming 

9-22-17 
L)   stand in Perfection;   My Perfection;   allow it to come upon you, to be absorbed into 
your marrow;   yes, it is life giving;   so be it;   (did w/ANJ and AAI)   now, move to sit 

10-05-17 
L)   Perfect;   Perfect;   I call you Perfect;   I call you Perfect so that you can  be;   it is 
time;   allow;   (w/ANJ I allow, activate and invoke the Lord's calling of me as Perfect so 
that it may be all in His timing and execution.) 

10-09-17 
HH)   Perfection, Perfection, Perfection;   allow it to come upon you;   (According to the 
will of Almighty God, I allow Perfection to come upon me.  I activate it and invoke it w/
ANJ of Nazareth Son of Almighty God of whose I am and shall always be, amen and 
amen.)   step by step it shall come;   receive each step;   (Father, I choose to receie 
each step as it comes and I AAI each w/ANJ.) 

11-04-17 
BL  ( I had told the Lord I wanted only His thoughts in my mind.  I wanted perfection.  I 
then knew I was in front of the door to perfection.)  take a step;  (I did and somehow 
knew that was how it was going to be, one step at a time.) 

12-21-17 
L)  trust, trust, trust, trust;   take another step into perfection, Child;   (did)   counter the 
enemy at and on all levels; 

1-04-18 
HH)   Holy, Holy, Holy, I am Holy;   see us three as Holy;   see Our Holiness;   see that 
ye too may enter in holiness;   that ye may enter into Perfection;   I have spoken, 
it is time;   focus yourselves on Us;   be not shy, come, see;   understand, grasp, and 
absorb; 

1-11-18 
HH)  keep yourself clean and alert and in a state of constant readiness;   constant 
strength;   all senses, all senses alert;   perfectly so;   sense the deep facets of 
perfection;   be ready to enter into them;   
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1-18-18 
L)   (As I was washing, I found myself heaping Praises upon the angels and hosts.)   
this must be, Child;   see to it;   carry forth 
HP)   prepare;   Miracle explosion;   receive, Child, receive;   (Father, King Jesus, I AAI 
the Miracle explosion and receive all you want me to receive from it w/ANJ.)   so be it;   
receive, receive, receive of its abundance;   (Yes, I choose to receive all You have for 
me of its abundance.  I AAI w/ANJ this choosing to receive of the abundance.) 
HH)  commandeer yourself into My Perfection;   (Father, Almighty God, I 
commandeer myself into Your Perfection.  I AAI this decision and act w/ANJ Your Son.)   
Hallelujah, so be it;   step forth another step into My Perfection;   (did)   you are now 
surrounded by Perfection;   allow it to  be with you, Child, allow it to be with you at all 
times wherever you are;   (I AAI Perfection which is surrounding me to be with me at all 
times wherever I am w/ANJ Son of Almighty God the Creator.)   Hallelujah, Child, you 
got it; 

1-19-18 
HH)  purposefully you must come, enter into perfection;   the time, the time, the time;   
let it not pass by;  obey, obey now;   grasp and understand, fully understand; 

1-20-18 
L)   Perfect', Perfect', Perfect';   be it now ingrained in you, Child;   that you walk and talk 
in Perfection and act in Perfection;   totally Perfect;   be it so 

2-15-18 
L)   SIS;    Perfection;   Child, it is time, it is time;  (I agree, Lord.)   another step;   (did) 

2-19-18 
L)  SIS;   all is coming about due to My Mercy and yes, My Grace too;   (Thank 
You, Father, Jesus.)   Perfect agreement, Perfect agreement;   so be it now 
instilled;   (I said, “Wow, Lord.”)   yes, Wow  indeed; 

2-28-18 
L)   as I was washing I said, “I choose Perfection.”)   take another step;   

3-13-18 
HP)  SIS;   Congenial;   eyes must be open to man's Congenial ways;   be leery, My 
Children;   all is not a it seems;   clear your eyes and ears;   (did and AAI w/ANJ)   now, 
keep them clear;   protect your sight and hearing;   (Yes, Father, I agree it must be so.)   
HH)  shoulder only My tasks;   take on none other;   vSIS;   allow no cover up;   My 
Children must be open and honest;   truly cherish My ways;   perfect yourselves, My 
Chosen;   you can;   I desire you each to enter into My Perfection;   you must be 
willing to take the necessary steps towards My entry into My Perfection;   willing, willing, 
willing, willing;   yes, willing in all dimensions, My Chosen;   decide ;   it is your decision;   
back not away;  My Perfection is possible for each of you;   believe it;   come, I say, 
come;   absorb these My words to you 

3-22-18 
HP)  (I was standing ready to do TPRH.  I was declaring that Almighty God was my 
Father and the Creator of all good and perfect and perfection...)   enter into Perfection;   
enter fully;   (I did and knelt at the hearth and told Him I gave Him all of me, completely 
all of me.)   



4-04-18   
HP)   SIS;   be on target, on target, on target;   yes, absolutely on target;   being close to 
it is not on target;   Perfection, I call forth Perfection in all matters, My Children;    

6-14-18   
HP)   SIS;   rush not, Child;   perfection;   yes, remember, you have entered into it 
through My doorway legally;   (yes, Lord)   aid, aid, aid others;    

6-18-18 
HH)   join, join join together, My Chosen, be not asunder;   perfect unity;   let there be 
perfect unity among My people;   My Children, allow and expect no less;   this must be;   
it must be;   even one iota less lets the enemy take ground;   be alert;   be alert;    

7-06-18 
HP)  (I got the understanding concerning entering into Perfection.  It is choosing to 
enter so the Lord has the legal right to Perfect according to His will and 
standards.)   yes, Child, you have finally grasped this truth;   call the Praises tended 
and then make your choice about Perfection;   (Lord, I call the Praises all tended 
according toYour will and w/A of YNJ I AAI the tending.)   (Father, I now choose to enter 
into Your Perfection so You can Perfect me legally to Your Will and Standards.  I freely 
make this choice and AAI it w/A of YN,J.)   Hallelujah, so be it;   (I then looked up and 
knew I was to go into the pool room for Perfection.  I went in to the far south end of the 
room where several chairs were.  Again I knew I was to sit in the green straight backed 
one rather than the rockers there.  I turned and sat in it and was facing north. )  enter 
this room each day and sit in the same chair for 5 minutes until I tell you differently;   
(Yes, Father, I shall)   (did)   yes, I can perfect you even in the midst of what is in this 
room;   Remember, all power is Mine;   (yes, Lord) 
HH)  yes, you are at peace;   sit, enjoin;   (I sat totally at peace for several minutes.)   go 
30 minutes:   (I immediately began breathing deeply.)   yes, breathe Me in;   (I 
continued to be at Peace.)   yes, My Peace is the first part of Perfection;   you must 
allow My Peace to do its work;   (Lord, I allow Your Peace to do its work in me and I 
AAI this allowance w/A of YN,J.)   so be it;   (As I drank of the healing waters...)   do 
this daily so that when the trickle starts, you will be fortified and filled with 
healing virtue 

7-09-18 
5 minutes:  yes, you have entered into the deep Perfection;   allow it;   (I AAI the deep 
Perfection the Lord has for me wA of YNJ.) 

7-11-18 
L)  SIS;   Perfection, Perfection, Perfection;   allow Me to lead;   (Yes, Father, I choose 
to allow You to lead in all matters concerning Perfection, and I AAI this choice w/A of 
YNJ.)   good;   do 5 minutes for Perfection later today 

7-15-18   
HP)   move on;   move to Perfection 
5 minutes:  instilling, instilling, instilling;   adjusting;   (I knew it was all for my heart.)   
allow;   (did)  Amen, Child, Amen 

7-31-18 
5 minutes:  allow all My adjustments;   (Lord, w/A of YNJ I AAI all the adjustments You 
want or need to make in me.)  Be not surprised, expect;   (Yes, Lord, I choose to expect 
and to not be surprised.) 



L)  SIS;   linger not, Child;   Put yourself in My hands that I may legally do My will 
concerning you;   (Lord, I trust You completely so w/A of YNJ I AAI putting myself in Your 
hands, Almighty God, so You may legally do Your will with anything concerning me.)   so 
be it, Child;   expect much;   (Father, I do.) 

8-04-18 
HP)  come My Stalwart;   yes, I call each of this body Stalwart, unshakable;   I tell you 
each to take a step into Perfection along with Perfect forgiveness;   yes, this is your 
first step, Perfect Forgiveness;   come, it is your choice 

8-09-18 
L)  SIS;  Our goal, Our goal, My Children, is Perfection;   Perfection for each of you first 
that you be able to lead others according to My will, My plans;   forget not My plans for 
your Perfection;   accept, accept and expect 

8-24-18 
HH)   Child, come into My Perfection at will;   it is time;    

8-27-18 
L) (When I was washing myself, I suddenly stopped and went into the Perfection room 
and allowed the Lord to Perfect me spiritually and physically.  Sometime during washing 
myself, I realized it seemed like I needed to say, “w/A of YNJ” at the beginning but also 
at the end.)  front and back;   (I now know that sometimes it's needed front and back, 
but not always.  It depends on what is being said.)   true, Child, true 

8-31-18 
HH)   vSIS  glory bound, glory bound, glory bound;   Child, My Children are glory bound;   
yes, I have you each bound in My glory;   resist it not;   it must be for a season;   
understand;  (I knew it had to do with Perfection.)   yes, Child, you discern well 

9-20-18 
HP)   SIS;   hone down;   hone down the rough edges, My Chosen;   allow yourselves 
to be perfected;   do your part so I can do Mine;   understand;    so be it all 

10-24-18 
L)   Control, Control, Control your minds,My Children;   every thought;   allow no enemy 
thoughts to enter your minds;   recognize and stop their access;   understand;   be in a 
state of total awareness;   this must be, My Children;   keep entering into perfection 
so it shall be;   understand 

11-10-18 
L)  SIS;   Align with Me;   My Children, you must Align yourselves with Me;   yes, the 
closest possible parallel with Me;   understand;   come, come, into Perfection as I call 

9-2-13 
L)  Perfection,  time for it 


